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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing this Ornament pattern from Loom Knitting.
This pattern assumes you have some experience using round looms, including how to cast
on, making e-wrap stitches, and using the gathered removal method. If you need help
with these, please refer to our Getting Started e-books.
If you have any questions or comments about this pattern, please contact us at
customerservice@loomknitting.com.
Wishing you much success and pleasure with your loom knitting,
Anne Bipes
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Overview:
This simple ornament is made by e-wrapping every other peg on a small round loom. It
can be made with a variety of colors and themed charms for any season, holiday, or
special occasion. The sample ornament was made using Lion Brand Wool Ease yarn.
Materials Needed:
• Glass ball ornament, approximately 4” diameter
• Large gauge round knitting loom with approx 24 pegs.
• Hook tool
• 1 skein worsted or lighter weight yarn. Thin novelty yarns such as fur can also
be used.
• Small charms, buttons and/or bells (optional)
• Tassel (optional)
• Tapestry needle
• Scissors
Knowledge Required:
• E-wrap stitch
• Gathered removal method
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Directions:
If using charms or buttons, thread onto yarn. If there is a noticeable right side, make sure
all the charms are facing the same direction.
Cast on, using every other peg.
Knit with e-wrap stitches in the round. If using charms, slide them into place on the yarn
when wrapping stitches, as desired. It is easiest to place the charms between the pegs
rather than in a stitch. Position charms so they hang properly on the outside of the
knitting. Continue knitting until the length of the piece equals the diameter (height) of
the glass ball.
Remove the knitting from the loom with the gathered removal method. Let the yarn ends
hang if you will be attaching a tassel.
Insert the glass ball into the knit piece, with the ornament crown and loop showing in the
open end.
Cut a 12” length of yarn and thread onto the tapestry needle. Run the needle and yarn
through the cast on loops, and gather tight around the ornament crown. Knot ends.
Either cut yarn close to the ends, or attach charms or bells to the ends of the yarn. Attach
a tassel to the bottom of the ornament if desired.
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